Validation of Multicolor Imaging of Diabetic Retinopathy Lesions Vis a Vis Conventional Color Fundus Photographs.
To analyze the visibility of various diabetic retinopathy lesions in multicolor imaging (MCI) and compare them to corresponding color fundus photography (CFP). Retrospective review of 130 eyes of 65 consecutive patients with diabetic retinopathy who underwent multicolor confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy and CFP. Hard exudates (Hex) were seen in 74 eyes (71.2%). In all 74 eyes, Hex were visible on both CFP and MCI. Among other color channels, Hex were picked up most in green reflectance (GR) images in 73 eyes (70.2%). Cotton-wool spots (CWS) were picked up in 29 eyes (27.9%) on MCI and in 27 eyes (26%) on CFP. In both GR and blue reflectance (BR) imaging, they were equally picked up in 29 eyes (27.9%). Retinal hemorrhages were picked up in 83 eyes (79.8%) on MCI and in 82 eyes (72.8%) on CFP. Among other channels, they were picked up most in GR images in 81 (77.9%) eyes. Hex, CWS, and hemorrhages were seen better on MCI and in GR images as compared to CFP, BR, and infrared imaging, respectively. With CFP as the comparator, the sensitivity and specificity of MCI to detect of these lesions were more than 90%. The authors' pilot study validates the efficacy of MCI in picking up lesions of DR vis a vis CFP. MCI has potential to replace CFP in clinical and DR screening setting. [Ophthalmic Surg Lasers Imaging Retina. 2019;50:8-15.].